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How the Bio Energy Patch Works.

The Bio Energy Patch]
The Bio Energy Patch is the combination of material and sub-harmonic bio frequencies that create a proprietary technology that has
been proven to show positive results in balancing the human body via ?sympathetic nerve resonance.? The cell is a machine driven
by energy. When the cell becomes un-balance the body surfers. The Bio Energy Patch communicates to the affected cells via the
Central Nervous System and provides reprogramming for the cell aka machine to become balance again.

How the Bio Energy Patch Technology Works
Bio Energy Patch technology
Sub-harmonic bio frequencies are programmed into the special material containing carbon alloy elements, which makes it sensitive
to radio frequency, (RF) and allows the material to have a three year shelf life. It is designed to interact with the energy of the
human body to balance cellular communication for a specific therapy that is infused into each Bio Energy Patch.

Bio Energy Patch Material

The material is bonded to a non-latex (hypo-allergenic) FDA approved woven medical pad made by 3M Company. This material
has been specially formulated with a waterproof adhesive made for all different skin types. The patches are made from a specialized
Biofeedback material designed for NASA to inner line the space suits. Made of a poly/vinyl, carbon, crystalline blend embedded
with metallized fragments, which was designed to hold and transfer RF (frequency). The patches are made from a specialized
Biofeedback material designed for NASA to inner line the space suits.Made of a poly/vinyl, carbon, crystalline blend embedded
with metallized fragments, which was designed to hold and transfer RF (frequency), our Engineers built a device (AFG) to program
the material with beneficial frequencies to interact with the Central Nervous System for beneficial results to the human body.

http://nationalremedies.com/bio-energy-patch/pain-relief/the-party-patch/

Bio Energy Patch Functions
Bio Energy Patches work with bio-frequency signals. In essence, they emit specific bio-triggers which vibrate at a designated
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combination of frequencies. The Radio frequencies interact with the Central Nervous System for beneficial results to the human
body. It is designed to interact with the energy of the human body to balance cellular communication for a specific therapy that is
infused into each Bio Energy Patch. Just like a battery holds a charge, Bio Energy Patches hold a charge of bio-frequencies. How it
works simple: The connection from the patch to the body is made through the nervous system and the seven layers of bio energy the
body naturally produces, via sympathetic resonance. Our body's ability to use the patch's energy to reprogram and create the balance
is unique unto the mechanism of the patch, but is a natural function of bio energy.

Human Receptors
Human receptors are biological transducers that convert energy from both external and internal environments into electrical
impulses. They may be massed together to form a sense organ, such as the eye or ear, or they may be scattered, as are those of the
skin and viscera. Receptors are connected to the central nervous system by afferent nerve fibers. The region or area in the periphery
from which a neuron within the central nervous system receives input, is called its receptive field. Receptive fields are changing and
not fixed entities.
http://nationalremedies.com/bio-energy-patch/pain-relief/heroin-withdrawal-patch/

Bio Energy Patch Therapy
Each Bio Energy Patch is embedded with its own combination of bio-frequencies designed to enhance and activate particular
targeted system/s. When addressing pain, the Pain & Inflammation Bio Energy Patch can

be worn directly on the site of your pain. (For example, the patch can be attached directly on your knee or elbow.) therapeutic patch
is powered by Infused Technology, a set of frequencies that have been charged in a proprietary containment feild with proven
vibrational frequencies that show positive results in the human body.

How long to use the Bio Energy Patch
For optimal benefit, it is recommended that you allow Bio Energy Patches to work together for one month, changing approximately
every three days with a new patch. For some health concerns, the manufacturer recommends a three-month (or more) therapy
protocol.

http://nationalremedies.com/bio-energy-patch/pain-relief/fibromyalgia-pain-bio-energy-patch/
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Human Body:
Genius Brain Frequency 80-82 MHz
Brain Frequency Range 72-90 MHz
Normal Brain Frequency 72 MHz
Human Body 62-78 MHz
Human Body: from Neck up 72-78 MHz
Human Body: from Neck down 60-68 MHz
Thyroid and Parathyroid glands are 62-68 MHz
Thymus Gland is 65-68 MHz
Heart is 67-70 MHz
Lungs are 58-65 MHz
Liver is 55-60 MHz
Pancreas is 60-80 MHz
Colds and Flu start at: 57-60 MHz
Disease starts at: 58 MHz
Candida overgrowth starts at: 55 MHz
Receptive to Epstein Barr at: 52 MHz
Receptive to Cancer at: 42 MHz
Death begins at: 25 MHz]
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